
DOUBLE TUNEDAMPLIFIER:
The below figure shows double tuned RF amplifier in CE configuration. Here, voltage developed across

tuned circuit is coupled inductively to another tuned circuit. Both tuned circuits are tuned to the same frequency.
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The double tuned circuit can provide a bandwidth of several percent of the resonant  frequency and gives 

steep sides to the response curve.

Analysis of double tuned circuits:
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STAGGER TUNED AMPLIFIER:

The double tuned amplifier gives greater 3dB bandwidth having steeper sides and  flat top. But 

alignment of double tuned amplifier is difficult. To overcome this problem  two single tuned cascaded 

amplifiers having certain bandwidth are taken and their  resonant frequencies are so adjusted that they are 

separated by an amount equal to the  bandwidth of each stage. Since resonant frequencies are displaced or 

staggered, they are  known as stagger tuned amplifiers. The advantage of stagger tuned amplifier is to have a  

better flat, wideband characteristics in contrast with a very sharp, rejective, narrow band  characteristics of 

synchronously tuned circuits (tuned to same resonant frequencies). Fig.
3.23 shows the relationship of amplification characteristics of individual stages in a  staggered pair to 
the overall amplification of the two stages.
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Analysis of stagger tuned amplifier:
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3.   Large signal tuned amplifiers:

The output efficiency of an amplifier increases as the operation shifts from class A to  class C through class 

AB and class B. as the output power of a radio transmitter is high and  efficiency is prime concern, class B and 

class C amplifiers are used at the output stages in  transmitter.
The operation of class B and class C amplifiers are non-linear since the amplifying

elements remain cut-off during a part of the input signal cycle. The non-linearity generates  harmonics of the 

single frequency at the output of the amplifier. In the push-pull arrangement  where the bandwidth requirement is 

no limited, these harmonics can be eliminated or  reduced. When an narrow bandwidth is desired, a resonant 

circuit is employed in class B and  class C tuned RF power amplifiers to eliminate the harmonics.
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